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Transport solutions for
commercial vehicles

Side rack+
(Version +) 
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The MTS side rack in aluminium enables
heavy, cumbersome or fragile loads to be securely
transported with ease.

It is possible to fit a rack on just the left side of a vehicle 
or on both sides.

The side rack+ benefits from features not included 
with the standard side rack:

1 - The top section of every vertical bar in the structure  
features a fixed mechanism with multiple holes  
(in contrast to the two folding mechanisms on  
the standard version).

2 - The securing poles are equipped with a new  
12 cm spring rod that guarantees easy  
insertion and a secure hold. The handle  
also makes it easy to manoeuvre the pole.

3 - A yellow reflective strip is incorporated  
at the base of the load, enabling all  
regulations on visibility in force in  
European countries to be met.

4 - A fourth horizontal bar has been  
added. This negates the need  
for additional attachment  
points for straps and  
reinforces the structure.

Locked in 
position when 
folded away

Two MTS securing poles 
are included, with a 
storage solution exclusive
to the side rack+.

Handle exclusive
to the side rack+

When folded flat,
the side rack+ is also made 
visible by a reflective strip
and reflectors.

Side rack+



The side rack+ can be adapted to meet 
all European regulations; if needed for

the country where it will be used, it can 
be supplied with a reflecting kit in addition to 

the LED lights supplied as standard.

Locked in 
position when 
folded away

 Additional horizontal 
bar unique to 
the side rack+

System for attaching 
the securing poles
exclusive to 
the side rack+

Two MTS securing poles 
are included, with a 
storage solution exclusive
to the side rack+.
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150 kg   2 h 00
Excluding wiring Excluding wiring Excluding wiring Excluding wiring

260 kg    2 h 20 350 kg   2 h 40 350kg   3 h 00

Ex : Trafic L1Ex : Kangoo L1 Ex : Boxer L2 Ex : Sprinter L3

3 4 5 6

Why should I opt for an MTS side rack+?

• The MTS side rack achieved success in the city crash test, thus showing its 
solidity and reliability.

• Everything is included, simply select the type of roof rack:  
Standard aluminium roof rack, galvanized steel roof rack, or aluminium half 
roof rack fitted on roof bars.

• Its modern design is perfectly in keeping with the evolution of commercial 
vehicles.

• The loading base can be folded up and allows the transportation of items 
with a width of up to 25 cm.

• The securing poles combine with the compulsory strapping to deliver secure 
transportation.

• The side rack+ is fitted to the vehicle without boring its bodywork or chassis, 
preserving the vehicle integrity and the car maker’s anti-corrosion warranty. 
This means you avoid having to pay expenses for reconditioning the vehicle 
when you return or sell it.

• It takes just 20 minutes to perform the supply wiring to the LED lights, directly 
on the rear light of the vehicle. You don’t need to touch either the electrical 
cable bundle or the battery of the vehicle.

• The side rack+ takes only 20 minutes to mount or dismount.

Side rack+


